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ABSTRACT

While researchers have studied the benefits and hazards of crowdsourcing for diverse classes of workers, most work has focused on those having high familiarity with both computers and English. We explore whether paid crowdsourcing can be inclusive of individuals in rural India, who are relatively new to digital devices and literate mainly in local languages. We built an Android application to measure the accuracy with which participants can digitize handwritten Marathi/Hindi words. The tasks were based on the real-world need for digitizing handwritten Devanagari script documents. Results from a two-week, mixed-methods study show that participants achieved 96.7% accuracy in digitizing handwritten words on low-end smartphones. A crowdsourcing platform that employs these users performs comparably to a professional transcription firm. Participants showed overwhelming enthusiasm for completing tasks, so much so that we recommend imposing limits to prevent overuse of the application. We discuss the implications of these results for crowdsourcing in low-resource areas.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Social and professional topics → Employment issues;
• Human-centered computing → Text input; Smartphones.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Paid crowdsourcing platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk [1] have seen high representation of workers from India [46]. To date, most of these workers have been relatively well educated, fluent in English, urban, and have access to high speed internet [36]. However, we believe that workers from rural India also have much to gain, and much to contribute, as participants in crowdsourcing platforms. Given that 75% of rural Indians live on less than INR 33 (USD 0.5) a day [10], paid digital work could be a good source of supplementary income. It could also bolster digital literacy and skills, potentially unlocking other earning opportunities as well as broader interest or participation in positive online communities. Finally, crowdsourced work in local languages has the potential to bring marginalized cultural artifacts into the digital realm.

Despite these potential benefits, people in rural India are largely excluded from crowdsourced digital work. First, most employers do not choose to send work to this population unless they can receive the quality and pricing that is competitive with market alternatives. In fact, companies and research organizations that need crowd work have largely overlooked rural citizens, arguably, due to market factors such as lack of trust in rural labor. Second, it has not been clear that there is a scalable source of valuable tasks that could be completed with only local-language skills. Finally, as current crowdsourcing platforms generally require a computer and Internet connection, it is not clear whether constraints of infrastructure and technical expertise would prevent platforms from reaching rural areas.

Recently, however, we believe that there is a new window of opportunity to address the challenges mentioned above. In addition to the growing penetration of smart phones and Internet connectivity, a key part of our thinking is to envision the government as a new source of crowdsourced tasks. For example, the Digital India mission [39] has mandated digitization of all government documents. Such documents are often handwritten in one of India’s 120+ local languages, making them unsuitable for off-the-shelf OCR technology.
and a good match for the skills of local populations. The Indian government has also demonstrated unusual willingness to pay for work in rural areas. For example, the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGN-REGA or NREGA) guarantees work to any rural household that requests it [43]. The scheme has paid over 6.4 billion dollars to 77 million people in 2017 [43]. Until now, programs like NREGA have focused on manual unskilled labor in support of local infrastructure (such as roads). In the future, could such a welfare program be broadened to include digital tasks such as document digitization, creating value not only for the government but also building digital literacy skills, and potential upward mobility, among rural participants?

As a first step towards answering this question, this paper explores whether it is possible for workers in rural India to digitize handwritten local-language text on a smartphone. Our goal is both to study the technical feasibility of such work—i.e., the accuracy and cost of text input as compared to prevalent transcription services—as well as the qualitative experiences of the workers.

To this end, we built a prototype Android application that enables digitization of handwritten text. We focus on text written in Devanagari script [17], used by many Indian languages, which workers input using the Swarachakra keyboard [8, 35]. We conducted an initial two-week user study with 12 participants in Amale, a village in the state of Maharashtra, India. This study was used to refine our application and was followed by a controlled two-week study with 32 participants in Soda, in the state of Rajasthan. Both these villages are heavily resource-constrained [9, 27]. Each participant in Amale digitized up to 8000 pseudo-handwritten Marathi words and each participant in Soda digitized up to 6000 real handwritten Hindi words. In order to explore the market viability of the platform, we offered compensation that was commensurate with local wages for semi-skilled labor. This translated to an honorarium of INR 3000 (about USD 45) per participant. At the end of the study, we interviewed all our participants to understand their experience.

Our study reveals the following findings. First, our study shows that, in addition to learning to use the Swarachakra keyboard, users showed both the ability and willingness to complete digitization tasks over two weeks. Second, users achieved accuracy high enough to perform comparably to a professional transcription firm in a crowdsourced setting. Our results show that a crowdsourcing platform employing our users can achieve an accuracy of 98.9% at a cost of INR 1.19 per word. In comparison, a market alternative achieved an accuracy of 98.4% at a cost of INR 1.00 per word on the same dataset. Third, every user stated that they were not aware of the concept of digital work, that they found the work to be rewarding and fun, and that they were fairly compensated for their work. In some cases, users’ enthusiasm for the work also led to unusual working hours, which underlines the already-recognized need for crowdsourcing platforms to protect the best interests of participants, both from requesters and from themselves. Finally, users reported that they got better at typing in Hindi, so much that they started using Hindi in messaging apps like WhatsApp.

Our paper takes a measurable step in making crowdsourcing platforms more inclusive of workers from rural India. To this end, our paper focuses on text input, and is the first work to measure the accuracy with which non-English speaking rural workers with limited exposure to smartphones can digitize handwritten text in regional languages. Our results show that rural workers can achieve sufficiently high quality of work to participate in a paid crowdsourcing platform. There are additional challenges associated with reaching and training rural workers in making such a platform viable. With the proliferation of smartphones and growing access to cellular data, we believe future work can build scalable solutions to address these challenges.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Future of Work

Our work is situated within a vibrant global conversation around the future of work, and how technologies such as crowdsourcing could offer benefits, as well as potential hazards, to those who participate. Proponents of crowd work as a vehicle for global development highlight the potential to reduce the barriers to entry in the labor marketplace [52]. Participants are hired and paid based on tasks completed, as opposed to formal qualifications (such as degrees, employment history, or credible references) that are often out of reach in low-resource areas. The absence of a formal contract, and freedom from a physical workplace, allows anyone (in principle) to freely enter and exit the marketplace, and the flexibility of working hours enables part-time, supplemental earning as per the interest and availability of the worker.

On the other hand, there is increasing recognition that crowd work can also bring new hazards to workers [28]. Even if a crowd work platform is intended only for part-time, supplemental income, those who lack other secure sources of income (which encompasses most of the global poor) may come to work full-time, or even over-time, on such platforms. In this process, the end result of crowd work platforms could be to subvert intended labor regulations, for example, by paying less than minimum wage; by rewarding inhumane working hours; by enlisting help from underage workers; and in some cases, by issuing tasks that are of questionable moral or legal character, often unbeknown to the workers. Many of the safeguards associated with traditional employment, including associated benefits, avenues for appealing
decisions, and professional development, are usually absent from crowdsourced marketplaces. Analogous concerns have also been raised for the sharing economy [24].

In response to these important concerns, researchers have proposed various approaches and agendas for amplifying the benefits and equitability of crowd work platforms. Kittur et al. [37] lay out a compelling vision for a future of crowd work “in which we would want our children to participate”, while also highlighting the risks inherent in platforms as they exist today. Silberman et al. [49] propose high-level guidelines for treatment of crowdworkers, including paying at least the minimum wage at the worker’s location. Irani and Silberman [31] develop a tool, Turkopticon, to help protect workers from common hazards of Mechanical Turk, including low payments, arbitrary rejections of work, uncommunicative requesters, and pay delays.

We view our work as being in a similar spirit to those above, as we seek to improve the equitability of crowd platforms. The specific dimension we seek to impact is inclusiveness: enabling participation of low-income populations that were previously excluded. While such populations may have the most to benefit from crowd work, we acknowledge that they may also have the most to lose. There is no question that more effort is needed to ensure a beneficent future for the global marketplace of crowd work.

2.2 Crowdsourcing in Low-Income Communities
Our vision is to make digital work more accessible to NREGA workers in rural India. A majority of NREGA workers belong to the most disadvantaged sections of Indian society. In fact, a recent study noted that around 85 percent of NREGA beneficiaries belonged to Below Poverty Line families [41]. In short, a typical NREGA worker has very low income, is non-English speaking, and has low to non-existent levels of digital literacy [32]. While prior work on crowdsourcing has engaged with low-income communities, to our knowledge, this is the first work to examine the effectiveness of a crowdsourcing platform for digitization with NREGA workers from rural India. Introducing digital work to this population may also enable inclusion of workers who are not able to participate in NREGA, such as disabled individuals (unable to do manual labor) or women in certain communities (restricted mobility outside the home) [51].

mClerk [29] proposed a mobile crowdsourcing platform that enables digitization of handwritten Kannada text. The platform sends the image of a handwritten word as an SMS to the participants and expects them to respond with transliterated English text. Participants in the mClerk study were urban poor citizens from Bangalore who already owned a mobile phone and had proficiency in English. Our work builds on mClerk in two ways. First, all our participants are from rural India and were not proficient in English. Second, since mClerk was published, the cost of smartphones has dramatically decreased. Our results show that native language input using a smartphone results in significantly higher accuracy (96.7%) compared to transliterated inputs as used by the mClerk platform (90.1% accuracy).

Similarly, MobileWorks [38] worked with urban poor in India to digitize English words and relied on a mobile web browser enabled by a data connection. This prevents MobileWorks from reaching our target demographic.

Perhaps the most prominent example of crowdsourcing in developing areas is Samasource [7]. Samasource offers digital work to its workforce via Internet-enabled computers set up in work centers or cybercafes. Samasource does not offer a mobile application for workers to work from home. In addition to other training, its workers undergo extensive training in speaking English as most of the provided work requires proficiency in English. Similarly, Gawade et al. [26] propose a platform that enables employment opportunities through microtasks via cybercafes. The study tests the English typing skills of participants using computers.

Our work differs from Samasource and Gawade et al. in two ways. First, while cybercafes can eliminate the need for the workers to own a computer, workers in rural India typically do not have access to such cybercafes. Secondly, most of our participants do not speak English and can only perform tasks in their local languages. More importantly, it is not immediately clear how efficiently one can digitize local-language text using a computer keyboard.

txtEagle, one of the earliest attempts in this space, gathered SMS-based survey responses from low-income people in Rwanda and Kenya [25]. Cellfare [14] makes the economic case for using microtasks as a form of social welfare. However, the work explored by Cellfare thus far was not from real-world tasks (e.g., reversing a 4-digit number). Like txtEagle, Cellfare delivers work over SMS messages.

Respeak [54] is a voice-based system that employs low-income users to transcribe audio files in English and Hindi. BSpeak [55] is a similar platform for blind users. Both systems worked with college students and rely on automatic speech recognition, which is still a work in progress for local dialects of Indian languages.

2.3 Other Crowdsourcing Platforms
In 2015, the Government of India launched the Digitize India Platform [40], a crowdsourcing platform that allows various government agencies to digitize their documents. Since its launch, the platform has been used to digitize 10.2 million documents [40]. Most of this work has gone to urban IT workers who have access to a computer and the Internet [40]. A major motivation for this paper is examining whether these handwritten-to-digital-text tasks can be conducted in rural Indian settings by the local population.
Platforms like Playment [5] and Captricity [2, 33] provide an end-to-end service to digitize documents. They automatically segment documents and use off-the-shelf Optical Character Recognition (OCR) to generate approximations. They then verify low-confidence OCR output using crowdsourced tasks. While our final platform may have a similar pipeline, there are two key differences. First, OCR for handwritten Indian languages is still not mature [30, 47, 50]. Second, these current platforms do not reach our target demographic.

There are several global crowdsourcing platforms such as CrowdFlower [53], Amazon Mechanical Turk [1], CloudCrowd, and others. Our work is distinguished from these efforts in several ways. First, it aims to work with rural Indians in resource-constrained areas with limited to non-existent digital literacy levels. Second, most of our participants cannot speak or comprehend English and they perform digital work exclusively in their local languages. Prior work has documented how language and usability challenges hinder usage of Mechanical Turk even among urban Indians [36]. Third, our participants usually do not have access to computers or broadband Internet.

3 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

We started by focusing on digitization of government documents in local languages. There are virtually unlimited volumes of paper documents in government offices, and there is also strong political will to convert these paper records to digital form [40]. However, the records are often handwritten and in local languages, making them unsuitable for automatic digitization using off-the-shelf OCR technology. A mobile crowdsourcing platform could leverage skill sets around regional languages to assist with this digitization. Such a platform would include the following steps:

1. manually scanning the documents
2. segmenting a scanned document into individual words.
3. automatically distributing them to multiple workers
4. making sure that the workers finish the task(s)
5. evaluating the accuracy of the submitted work
6. automatically aggregating the results to digital format

For this research paper, our focus is on steps 4 and 5. Specifically, our goal is to understand the accuracy with which rural workers can complete local-language digitization tasks. Although we expect the remaining steps to be similar to existing platforms (e.g., Captricity [2]), to make rural crowdsourcing platforms viable, we need to build low-cost mechanisms to reach and train rural workers. Given the proliferation of smartphones and growing access to cellular data, we are confident that future work can build scalable solutions to address this aspect of crowdsourcing.

3.1 Initial Application and Field Trial

We designed an Android application that allows us to measure the accuracy with which our participants can digitize handwritten words in their local language. To test the usability of our prototype, we conducted a two-week user study in Amale, a small tribal village in the Wada district of Western India [9]. The local language spoken in Wada and surrounding districts is Marathi (which follows the same Devanagari script as Hindi).

We worked with a local nonprofit based in Wada. In the last 2 years, the nonprofit has operated in several ‘adivasi’ (tribal) communities in the area. With their team, we visited the villages to gain an understanding of the existing digital literacy levels in the community, smartphone ownership, data penetration, etc.

3.2 Ethical Concerns

As our work targets vulnerable populations, sensitivity to research ethics is especially important. Dearden and colleagues [21, 22] provides an excellent overview of the unique ethical considerations in ICTD/HCI4D, as well as a call for increased vigilance in protecting local populations, especially when external researchers are engaged only temporarily in the community. In the case of our study (which was approved by an IRB), all field engagements were done collaboratively with long-term champions for the community: an organization in Amale [6] and a village leader in Soda [3]). These champions helped to ensure that the engagement was in the best interest of the community; that participants understood the engagement; and that there would be continuity of engagement to help the community benefit from any future outcomes/artifacts of the research. More specifically, champions conveyed that participation was completely voluntary; that participants could quit at any time; and that the study would run for only two weeks, as opposed to a permanent earning opportunity. As detailed later, our payment exceeded the local minimum wage. However, we did not position the research as an avenue for full-time employment or livelihood support. Instead, we sought to examine crowdwork holistically, both as supplemental income and for its potential to generate non-commercial engagement with digital content.

3.3 Participants

At the end of our first visit to Wada, we recruited a group of 12 people (8 men, 4 women) who volunteered to be a part of our first user study, after we announced the study in the village through our local partner. Every participant had completed at least a 5th standard education in their local language. The men in the group had completed at least 10th standard in a local government school. The group had people from the age of 18-29 and every participant belonged to a
Below the Poverty Line family. Of the 12 participants, no one had access to a smartphone and only 2 people had access to a feature phone. For the duration of the study, we provided inexpensive Android smartphones that cost less than 50 USD to each of our participants. The tribal village of Amale also has no mobile connectivity. One of our participants informed us that once a day, every week, people who have feature phones climb a nearby mountain to get access to signal.

### 3.4 Swarachakra Keyboard

For our user studies, we used the Swarachakra keyboard [8, 35] designed by IIT-Bombay. Swarachakra is a logically structured, open-source keyboard for text input in Indic scripts. Swarachakra provides keyboards in both Hindi and Marathi, the languages we worked with for our studies. Most Indic language keyboards require many more keys, due to many matras (vowel modifiers) and sanyukts (compound words). The layout of the Swarachakra keyboard is based on the structure of the Indic scripts. Prior research has shown that doing so reduces the cognitive load that users often face while typing in Indic scripts compared to other alternatives (e.g., Google Indic Keyboard) and therefore, improves first-time usability [35]. As most of our users were using a smartphone for the first time, Swarachakra was a natural choice for our study. Figure 1 shows the Swarachakra keyboard.

### 3.5 Methodology

During our first visit to Amale, we conducted a few exercises with our participants where we mimicked real-world digitization tasks. These experiments were conducted on an Android smartphone we carried with us. We started by asking every participant to type their name on a standard Android Notes app in Marathi using the installed Marathi keyboard. We demonstrated the process to type your name on the phone once to the entire room. This training process took less than 5 minutes. Each participant took less than a minute to type their respective names. For all our participants, this was their first time typing on a smartphone.

It is common to see households in rural India sharing mobile phones. We modified the application to support multiple accounts and this allowed more than one villager to use our app on the same phone.

As we could not find a large corpus of handwritten Marathi words, for the first study, we created a database to suit our needs. We computationally rendered 8000 Marathi words picked from the Swarachakra Marathi corpus [34] in a font that resembles handwritten Marathi. However, for our second study, we used a dataset of truly handwritten Hindi words (see Section 3.7).

A few months after our first visit, we visited Wada again with our updated prototype. Every participant was provided with the 8000 Marathi words they could digitize. At any time, the application would tell the participant how many words were still left undigitized.

On the first day of the study, a team of 3 researchers trained our 12 participants on how to use a smartphone and our application. We were able to use a room in the local government school (the only concrete structure in the village). Our participants were trained to use the smartphone by our team for 30 minutes on the first day. We attended to the participants individually and showed them how to locate our application on the phone and type words using the Swarachakra keyboard. There was no separate in-person training phase apart from the 30 minutes of training, and our participants learnt how to type Marathi on the Swarachakra keyboard while doing the work.

This part of the study was semi-structured. For the first 2 days, we worked with the participants and helped them with their queries. Most queries related to difficulty in typing certain words, which required a complicated combination of keys or sanyukts (compound words). In the Devanagari script, adjacent letters of compound words often modify each other. Sanyukts also need to be typed in one go, making them harder to type if one does not know the exact combination of keys. We also tried to have the participants help each other and when a participant would come to us asking for help with a word another participant had already digitized, we would direct them to the other participant. Participants were incentivized using bonuses and they were informed that the 3 participants with the highest accuracy rates would receive a bonus of INR 500 each at the end of the study.

During the study, we played several games, including a modified version of Telephone (where the first person would pick a random Marathi word from the application, whisper it in the ear of the person sitting next to them and so on, until the final person who would type the word they heard using the Swarachakra keyboard in the app).

We left the village after the first 2 days and the user study proceeded without any intervention from our side, for the next 10 days. On the 12th day, we came back to the village to observe the progress of our participants. The application stored all user performance data in a local database. We went
through the files for every participant and paid them in cash for their work. The mode of data collection had to be offline due to the lack of mobile signal in the village.

We sought to pay participants a rate that could be supported by potential future employers, yet higher than the existing wage offered by NREGA. In Maharashtra (the state where Amale is located), NREGA pays INR 201 per day [42]. Anticipating that participants could digitize at least 400 words per day, we decided to pay INR 0.5 per word, up to a maximum of 7200 paid words. This means that participants could earn INR 3600 for the two-week study (INR 300 a day for 12 days).

3.6 Outcome

Anecdotally, we observed that our participants could spend a minimum of 5–6 hours a day for our study and could digitize around 600 words per day. For our Amale study, our participants earned a minimum of INR 300 a day.

At the end of the 12-day study, every participant digitized over 8000 words and achieved an average accuracy of 94.5% in digitizing these words. We were able to measure accuracy easily as we already had the ground truth for every word and we simply compared the user input to the known ground truth. When asked, every participant stated that they felt the work was rewarding and fun and that they were fairly compensated for their work.

At the end of this study, we wanted to change three things with our next study. First, while we rendered handwritten words using a Marathi font, we wanted to perform a study with real handwritten words which are often poorly scanned and thus harder to comprehend. Second, most of our participants in Amale were young and unemployed. Thus, they were very excited to use a smartphone for the first time and with multiple sets of handwritten images for each word.

To make the dataset suitable for our study, we first ran a segmentation algorithm that identifies an appropriate bounding box for the word in the image such that most of the white space around the word is removed [16]. We wrote a simple script that generates the Unicode label for each image from the label format provided in the original dataset [12]. After this process, we observed that several labels were incorrect with bad combination of Devanagari matras.

To fix the labels, we ran two rounds of verification. In the first round, each image was given to our team members who verified if 1) the image was cropped appropriately by our automated algorithm, and 2) if the label associated with the image is correct. If the label is incorrect, the team member can optionally type out the correct label. At the end of round one, the images that were not appropriately cropped or those that had incorrect labels were filtered out. In the second round, each image was again given to a team member to verify if the label is correct. At the end of the second round, we chose 6000 images with 1933 unique words such that each word was repeated at most 10 times. Note that each repeated instance is a different handwritten image of the same word.

4 USER STUDY IN SODA

For our second study, we choose Soda, a village in the state of Rajasthan. Soda falls in the Tonk district, which has been declared by the government as one of the 250 most resource constrained districts in the country [27]. The district is also one of the 12 districts in the state currently receiving funds from the Backward Regions Grant Fund Program [27]. We worked with the sarpanch (elected village head) of Soda to gain an understanding of the local communities.

4.1 The Soda Village

According to the 2011 Indian census, the Soda panchayat (administrative block) has over 5,000 people from different religions and nomadic communities with an average literacy
rate of 60.25%, lower than the national average of 74% [11]. The predominant language in Soda is Hindi. Being just over an hour from the state capital of Jaipur, the village has access to cellular data, and we observed that the smartphone penetration in the village was relatively high.

4.2 Participants
We worked with 32 people (25 men and 7 women) in the village who volunteered to be a part of our study. All participants had completed a 5th standard education in their local language and ranged in age from 18-38. The participants included unemployed college graduates, school teachers, homemakers, and college-going students. One of our participants had a known disability—he could not hear or speak. This diverse demographic allowed us to work with participants across the age spectrum, with different job statuses, and education levels.

We ensured that our user study did not detract our participants from their regular work (e.g., teaching) by clearly informing them that 1) they can do the work at any time of the day, and 2) there was no obligation on the part to complete all the words that we provided them.

Of the participants, 21 either already owned a smartphone or borrowed one from their father, brother, or husband (we observed that most smartphone owners were men). We provided the remaining 11 participants with a smartphone for the duration of the study. Participants who already owned a smartphone primarily used it for WhatsApp. In fact, some of our participants created a WhatsApp group to discuss queries on how to digitize certain words with each other.

4.3 Training
As mentioned before, the participants in the Amale study mentioned that they had difficulty in typing characters that combine multiple consonants (e.g., ś pronounced shtra) in the Swarachakra keyboard. Therefore, we designed a more elaborate training for the Soda study. Based on the suggestions from the designers of the Swarachakra keyboard, we chose 42 Hindi words that covered most character combinations. We used these 42 words for training our participants to use the Swarachakra keyboard.

On Day 1 of the user study, we brought all our participants together in the Panchayat (village government) headquarters. We divided the 32 participants into three groups: 1) a group of young college-going students, 2) a group of government school teachers and their wives, and 3) a group of young unemployed men. We made sure that people in the same group either worked in the same workplace (e.g., a government school), lived close to each other or went to the same college. This was done to encourage members of a group to work with each other during the study.

Together, all 3 groups went through the 42 training words. We wrote the word on the blackboard and every group member typed the word in the application. The words progressively got more complicated and 3 researchers from our team helped participants who had any queries. At the end of the 1-hour training session, every participant had successfully digitized these 42 words.

Participants then started digitizing the actual words in their groups and once again, we helped them if/when they asked us a question. For some words, the spelling in the handwritten image was wrong compared to how the word is normally spelled. Many participants had queries regarding what to do in such cases. We asked our participants to type the corrected spelling. At the end of the first day, we asked one person per group to volunteer as the group leader. The group leader’s primary job was to make sure that nobody in their team was falling behind in the work and to help each other, in case of any queries.

4.4 Study Protocol
In the study, all the words in our dataset were given to all the participants. We did this to measure the individual accuracy achieved by each participant. However, our eventual goal is to understand the feasibility of building a crowdsourcing platform with our participants. Therefore, to emulate a real-world crowdsourcing platform, we did not provide immediate feedback to our participants on whether each digitized word was correct/incorrect. Instead, we informed the participants of their performance at the end of week 1 and week 2.

The study lasted two weeks during which our participants were given 6000 words. On Day 1, we did the training with all our participants (as described above). On Day 2, we continued with the digitization exercise for 4 more hours and helped our participants with their questions. Once again, most questions were about the case where the spelling in the handwritten image was incorrect and queries about how to type certain compound words. By this time, most users would ask each other for help, instead of coming to us directly. We left the village at the end of Day 2. At the end of Week 2, we visited the village again to conduct interviews with our participants and distribute the payments for the work.

Based on our estimates from the Amale study, we told participants that we would pay INR 0.5 per correctly digitized word (though in practice, we paid INR 0.5 for all digitized words). With a total of 6000 words in the study, our participants could make up to INR 3000 over a period of 12 days, i.e., INR 250 per day on average. This is higher than both the NREGA minimum wage of INR 192 per day in Rajasthan [42] and the declared state minimum wage for semi-skilled work of INR 223 per day [13].

In addition to the payments mentioned above, we devised a bonus system to boost accuracy. The top 3 participants at the
end of the study (ranked on percentage of words accurately digitized) received a bonus of INR 1500 each, the next top 5 participants received a bonus of INR 1000 each, and the next top 10 participants received a bonus of INR 500 each. We observed that this encouraged a healthy competition between the participants.

5 QUANTITATIVE RESULTS
We analyzed the responses from all our participants for all the words. For each word, we identified the label provided by majority of the participants—we will refer to this as the majority response. Our analysis revealed that for 5727 out of the 6000 words, the majority response for each word matched the corresponding label in our database. While this result shows that majority of our participants already achieve good accuracy, we further analyzed the responses for the remaining 273 words for which the majority response did not match the label in the database. Our analysis of these 273 words revealed four categories of difficult word combinations.

First, we found that some characters in Devanagari can be rendered using multiple combinations of Unicode character set. When such characters are present in the word, the response from our participants may contain a different Unicode combination from the label in our database. In fact, we found that 209 of the 273 words had this mismatch. For example, consider the word आदि. The majority response was the Unicode combination आ + द + ई, while our label was the Unicode combination was आ + द + ई. Both Unicode combinations result in the same word and are a result of typing the same word differently.

Second, for 17 words, either the spelling in the handwritten image was wrong compared to how the word is normally spelled or the handwritten image was ambiguous. In case of spelling errors, our participants had corrected the spelling. For ambiguous words, our interpretation agreed with that of the majority response. However, in these cases, the majority response did not match the database label.

Third, our database label was wrong for 44 words, whereas the majority response from our participants was correct. Finally, for just 3 out of the 273 words, the majority response from the participants was incorrect. Based on these results, we used the majority response from our participants as the correct response for our accuracy analysis. We ensured that this choice did not negatively affect our comparisons to a transcription firm.

5.1 Individual Performance
Figure 2 plots the overall accuracy achieved by each of our 32 participants. Our results show that our participants achieved an accuracy of 96.7% on average, with every participant achieving a minimum accuracy of 93%. More importantly, 21 of the 32 participants achieved accuracy more than 96%.

The figure also highlights the accuracy for women users (triangle markers) and first-time smartphone users (red markers). Women’s participation in NREGA varies depending on their care responsibilities that limit their mobility outside their homes and available time for paid work [45]. Digital work can potentially provide more flexible work to women. Given the lack of access to smartphones, we expected men to perform better than women. Similarly, we expected regular smartphone users to perform better than first-time users. While our results match these expectations, our analysis indicates that the difference in accuracy, while statistically significant, is just 2% for both comparisons.¹

5.2 Crowdsourcing Platform
Since we had given all the 6000 words to all participants, we were able to simulate the effect of different crowdsourcing algorithms using the responses from our participants. For instance, in our simplest crowdsourcing algorithm, we would provide each word to two randomly chosen participants. If the responses from both our participants matched, then we would consider that as the crowdsourced response. If not, we would iteratively provide the word additional participants until two participants provide the same response, which will be considered the crowdsourced response. To improve the accuracy, we can increase the number of matching responses from 2 to higher values. Note that this improved accuracy will also come with increased cost per word. We simulated these crowdsourced algorithms on our data.

Figure 3 shows the results of this simulation for different values of matching response required by the crowdsourcing platform. The leftmost point corresponds to the case where each word is given to only one participant. In this case, the platform would achieve an accuracy of 96.7% at an amortized cost of INR 0.58 per word (INR 0.5 base payment plus INR

¹Male/Female: t(30) = 2.22, p < 0.05; Phone expertise: t(30) = 2.07, p = 0.05.
6 QUALITATIVE RESULTS

At the end of the Soda user study, we conducted interviews with all our participants individually. The interviews were conducted by members of the research team in a local government building. Cognizant of the potential bias of this approach, being both outsiders and conducting our work at an official location, we attempted to put the participants at ease by presenting the interviews as conversations and encouraging all forms of feedback. We recorded and later, transcribed these interviews in Hindi. The interviews were hand-coded for themes by the primary author of the paper, following which quotes highlighting the key themes were curated to provide descriptive detail of respondents’ attitudes towards our work.

6.1 Work Flexibility and Increased Income

Our participants largely reported various positive attitudes towards the prospect of digital work. They articulated a range of reasons for the same, including the potential financial benefit from new work, and the pleasure of being able to participate in a digital project. The interactions on the system were novel to the participants. Many had never entered text in the Devanagari script before, and respondents reported enjoying the tasks for the pleasure of using their native language.

I really like this kind of work because there’s no physical pain or hard work involved. Because we are villagers, most of the work we get requires heavy lifting. But now, I can work from my home. I like that it matches my routine. I also really liked typing in shudh Hindi (classical Hindi).

—P13, 25 years old, male, village government helper

Several participants reported preferring this form of work over the physical work distributed by NREGA, which could be rigid in terms of workplace location, and involved a significant time and energy investment. NREGA only provides a limited amount of work annually and it can be inflexible regarding periods of work available. So, for individuals who were unemployed or underemployed, the prospect of an additional source of income was important.

I currently don’t have a job. I really benefited a lot due to this work. I was able to pay the bills for my home. I can use this money to pay for all the things I need this month, I don’t need to borrow money from anyone else. This work takes less time and energy than manual work, and the pay is much better.

—P19, 19 years old, male, unemployed

Some of these responses were indeed driven by the one-time experience of working on our system, whereby our
participants were unsure of what to expect in the future in terms of potential wage rate or employable hours. Nonetheless, they showed optimism about the opportunities this opened because of their existing underemployment. One way in which at-home work opened peoples’ schedule was allowing them to use their free time more productively. As one user put it:

I think this work can really help our village. People who are unemployed right now will get some work and they will get to learn to type in their own language, so it’s very good. Earlier, they would sit together and gossip. But, now they have work to do, so less time is wasted.
—P12, 24 years old, male, government school teacher

For the vast majority of our respondents, work typically involved physical labor, or work in traditional sectors of the economy (e.g. farming). Thus, specific parts of the day were often necessarily blocked off, and other parts of the day were invariably free. The flexible work schedules were helpful.

I would wake up at 4am every day and start digitizing words, as I had to leave for work at 7 am. Then, all the teachers doing this work would meet during lunch time in the school, sit together in one group and digitize together. In the evening, I have to take the buffaloes to the pond and while they were bathing and drinking water, I would use do this work.
—P12, 24 years old, male, government school teacher

The quote above also highlights another trend we noticed repeatedly — extreme enthusiasm to complete the work. The lack of workplace opportunities in the economy meant that our participants were attached to the possibilities that such work offered. In one case, a participant pulled two consecutive all-nighters to digitize all 6000 words within the first three days of receiving the work. This participant was 23 years old and could neither hear nor speak; this was the first outcome of their involvement in the study. As one user said:

My typing speed improved, and I learnt how to type in shudh Hindi. Earlier, I didn’t type much on my phone as my typing speed was so slow.
—P1, 19 years old, female, college student

As prior research has shown, the first few instances of using a smartphone interface can be crucial in convincing people about their ability to use certain technology [19]. Most participants reported increased confidence with being able to use a smartphone after the study. For some participants, this was their first time doing paid work. We found that despite what we may classify as initial successes (basic task completion), respondents took a few days before feeling comfortable enough with their ability to independently manage the tasks.

I now feel that I am capable of doing any new work. I didn’t feel like that before. First 2-3 days, I wasn’t sure if I will be able to do this work. But slowly, I figured it out. If you give me some different new work today, I think I can do it.
—P10, 38 years old, male, government school teacher

Typing in a local language, and completing tasks offered a departure from notions that doing complex technical things was somehow a domain of elite populations. Some of our participants reported a sense of linguistic pride in being able to type fluently in their own language. Several users reported starting using Hindi in messaging apps like WhatsApp as an outcome of their involvement in the study. As one user said:

After doing this work, I type a lot more in Hindi. Look, we even created a Whatsapp group to discuss village problems and I have replied in Hindi. It is really nice that we all learnt to type in Hindi. It is a great language, plus it’s our language. So everyone should know how to type in it.
—P10, 38 years old, male, government school teacher

6.2 Devanagari Interface Comfort

As we mentioned previously, typing in Devanagari script can be challenging. Most words need multiple keystrokes and modifier combinations. A few of our participants who owned smartphones told us that even though they couldn’t speak English, they preferred typing Hindi in the transliterated Romanized script using an English keyboard before this user study. Prior research has shown that Romanized text imposes a significant neurocognitive load on its readers [44] and most participants who typed in Romanized script told us that they simply “didn’t type much on their smartphones”. Thus, for most of our participants, this was their first time typing in Hindi (or Marathi) on a smartphone. Participants self-reported comfort with typing using Devanagari script. For those who had prior experience with transliterative typing, this was an opportunity to type in shudh (“non-anglicized”, in this context) Hindi. As one of our participants put:

My typing speed improved, and I learnt how to type in shudh Hindi. Earlier, I didn’t type much on my phone as my typing speed was so slow.
—P1, 19 years old, female, college student

As prior research has shown, the first few instances of using a smartphone interface can be crucial in convincing people about their ability to use certain technology [19]. Most participants reported increased confidence with being able to use a smartphone after the study. For some participants, this was their first time doing paid work. We found that despite what we may classify as initial successes (basic task completion), respondents took a few days before feeling comfortable enough with their ability to independently manage the tasks.

I now feel that I am capable of doing any new work. I didn’t feel like that before. First 2-3 days, I wasn’t sure if I will be able to do this work. But slowly, I figured it out. If you give me some different new work today, I think I can do it.
—P10, 38 years old, male, government school teacher

Typing in a local language, and completing tasks offered a departure from notions that doing complex technical things was somehow a domain of elite populations. Some of our participants reported a sense of linguistic pride in being able to type fluently in their own language. Several users reported starting using Hindi in messaging apps like WhatsApp as an outcome of their involvement in the study. As one user said:

After doing this work, I type a lot more in Hindi. Look, we even created a Whatsapp group to discuss village problems and I have replied in Hindi. It is really nice that we all learnt to type in Hindi. It is a great language, plus it’s our language. So everyone should know how to type in it.
—P10, 38 years old, male, government school teacher
6.3 Convivial Sensemaking

We observed that digitizing words became a communal activity, in part because of the unfamiliarity with the interface, but more importantly because of the discursive nature of the activity itself. The tasks involved checking for techniques on input, confirming doubts about characters read, or simply working together in a convivial, playful nature. People digitized words together with both friends and family members.

Whenever I had a doubt on how to digitize a word, I would message my friends and we would go to school early and digitize together. Since I was the group leader, I would make sure they were all doing okay.

—P13, 25 years old, male, village government helper

Whenever I had a doubt, I would ask my sister and family for help. When I got bored, my father and brother digitized some words on my behalf, because they were interested to do this work.

—P1, 19 years old, female, college student

The notion of convivial design implies a playful, ludic style of building, which designs up from what participants find as fun, and engineers that into the interactions of the artifact. While ludic design approaches were not explicitly integrated into the processes we followed in building our application, elements of playful exchange and even design discussion about what could be optimized in the interface were clear in the discussions that emerged.

My sister is also doing this work, and we have a competition going on. Last week, she got 92% and I got 91%, but I am going to make sure that I beat her in the end.

—P8, 22 years old, female, unemployed

The weaving of crowd tasks into social interactions was also a reflection of daily life in Soda. Convivial principles already existed in the social lives of our respondents; especially agriculture, which is communal in nature. People in Soda lived in close quarters, knew each other and often worked together.

I live on the same street as two other people who were doing this work. So, we would all meet at my house every day and digitize together, so it was more fun.

—P4, 18 years old, male, college student

The playful nature of the device use was sometimes explicitly verbalized in terms of breaking the monotony of life as usual. With limitations on the kinds of wage work or educational options available, few retail or recreational facilities, the crowdsourcing tasks blended into leisure.

I would just sit idle for most of the day before this work. Whenever I didn’t feel like doing college work, I would open the app and start digitizing. And I wouldn’t get bored at all. I thought of it like a game.

—P1, 19 years old, female, college student

There was some tension in how the devices were understood as personal objects. The notion of a cell phone as something more than a device exclusively for “play” emerged in discussions as respondents pointed out the initial surprise that something considered fun to work on could also lead to productive economic activity.

First, my parents scolded me for spending so much time on the phone. Once I told them that I was doing work and getting paid, they scolded me when I wasn’t doing work on my phone.

—P8, 22 years old, female, unemployed

Living in precarity, access to this work also meant that some of the same respondents who recognized the playful aspects of this work, nevertheless saw this work as serious business and were careful about making sure the work was done right.

I didn’t let anybody else do work on my behalf. What if they get it wrong? Everyone told me that my bhabhi (brother’s wife) is educated and she can do the work with me. But, I didn’t let her. I wanted to get full 100% accuracy.

—P8, 22 years old, female, unemployed

7 DISCUSSION

On the whole, our findings could be interpreted as a positive indicator for the viability of crowdsourcing work to rural areas. Participants were eager to engage with supplemental work. They were able to perform digitization tasks accurately—rivaling that of leading market alternatives—despite limited digital literacy, including lack of prior experience with local language text entry. In addition, they were able to complete tasks quickly enough that they could earn more than existing local wages, while charging similar rates as other transcription firms. All of these factors point to a potential future for crowdsourced work as a means of supplemental income in this demographic.

At the same time, we also found examples where digital work disrupted daily life, for example, by enabling unacceptably long working hours. While some could argue that individuals should be empowered with the agency to choose their own hours, others could view the choices made as self-exploitation that is a violation of humane labor laws. Our design recommendation for future platforms is to include frequent nudges for taking breaks, and to impose a hard limit of working hours after a certain point. Such limits are consistent with intended use as a supplemental source of income, as opposed to a full-time livelihood.

Our study has some limitations. First, for many of our participants, this study was their first time using a smartphone.
Our study lasted for 12 days. While most of our participants took the full duration to complete the work given to them, 12 days might not have been enough for the novelty factor to wear off. On the other hand, with a longer duration, participants might acquire more skills and become more efficient in performing the given tasks. Second, since the participant interviews were conducted by the researchers themselves, there is a potential response bias in our interviews [23]. To mitigate this factor, we 1) presented the user interviews as friendly conversations to put our participants at ease, 2) asked open-ended questions and avoided leading questions, and 3) encouraged all forms of feedback.

In our user studies, our participants were trained in person by one of the researchers. However, such in-person training might not be scalable to a large number of workers. As part of our future work, we would like to explore the effectiveness of remote training based on videos. Given the communal nature of life in rural communities, we would also like to explore the use of collaborative training with incentives.

The digital work provided by our study assumes that our participants can read and write a local language (Hindi and Marathi, in our case). However, we cannot assume that all NREGA beneficiaries are literate. Literacy rates among NREGA workers vary from state to state, from 20% literacy in parts of Rajasthan [15, 45] to 80% literacy in Kerala [4]. While our results demonstrate that low-income workers in rural India can accurately digitize local-language documents, to build a truly inclusive model, we need to experiment with forms of digital work that do not require literacy.

Several participants told us that they thought of the work as a game. Some participants said that when they got bored of the work, they would listen to music on their phones while digitizing words. Such anecdotes and insights suggest that we should implement elements of playful design. Past work has proposed that ICTD can benefit from ludic, contextual design [18]. During our studies, we noticed friendly competition among our participants to achieve higher accuracy rates. As we described, most participants in the village worked with each other. We would like to experiment with features such as an in-village leaderboard to strengthen these factors.

8 CONCLUSION

This paper makes a case for creating a crowdsourcing platform that employs rural Indians to complete digital work that involves tasks in local languages. These are the kinds of work that the Indian government seeks to do with its Digital India initiative. We conducted user studies in two resource-constrained villages in India. For most of our participants, this was their first time using a smartphone. Our participants outperformed an existing transcription service in terms of accuracy of digitizing handwritten Hindi text for a similar cost. While our research does not answer questions of whether digital work can be a viable, fulfilling means of primary livelihood, we show that there is potential for supplemental work and demonstrate the economic viability of building a crowdsourcing platform that employs our target demographic.
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